
 SNAP ATTACK 
 FEATURES
 ° Pivots instantly to throw right- and left-handed  
  passes and kickoffs as well as punts to any 
	 	 location	on	the	field	(on	elevated	stand)

 ° At realistic angles it snaps ball to any depth in 
  shotgun and pistol formations, extra points and  
	 	 punts	(on	snapping	stand)	

 °	 Solid	polyurethane	throwing	wheels	firmly		 	  grip the ball for accurate ball placement 

 ° Safe design includes wheel guards that 
  protect arms from potential wheel burns 

 ° Cart clamp available to facilitate use 
  on any cart SNAP ATTACK SPECIFICATIONS

Speed - 70+ MPH
Throwing Distance - Passes and punts–5 to 100 yards,  
 Kick-offs–70+ yards, Snaps- 5 yards to 15 yards
Recovery Time - Five	(5)	seconds	(two	motors, 
	 almost	instant)
Portability - Quickly	rolls	on	and	off	the	field	on	travel		
	 wheels	(not	throwing	wheels)
Level of Play - High school, college and professional 



FEATURE SNAP ATTACK COMPETITIVE UNIT
Throwing Distance 5 to 100+ yards 5 to 80 yards

Changing from Right Instantly rotate throwing heads into No settings or markings make 
to Left Handed position	for	exact	angle	needed	for	right-	 adjustment	random	and	difficult	to 
Spirals	(and	Back) and left-handed spirals, punts and kick-offs. find	or	repeat.

Ball	Cradle	 Holds ball in position for right-handed Requires removing spiral slide for  
 spirals and end-over-end. No tools or end-over-end slide. Tools required. 
 change of cradle required. 

Speed	Control	 Controls	are	visible	and	safely	accessible	 Controls	are	difficult	to	see	and 
 when machine is in operation. dangerous to access under exposed 
  spinning wheels.

Power	 Two	direct	motors	–	no	power	loss	from	 One	motor	with	flexible	shaft. 
	 complicated	flexible	shaft.

Portability Two solid wide transporting wheels are Must attach caddy to move unit 
 always in place and ready to roll.	 on	and	off	field.

Wheels and Guard Solid, broad-surface Air pressured tires require 
 football wheels. constant attention.

Safety Wheels are protected Exposed high-speed spinning   
 by guards.  wheels not protected.

Accuracy Exceptional solid wheels  Varied-reliant upon air pressure 
 assure repeatability.

Use on Carts Universal cart post clamp available Can attach to any cart.  
 to attach the unit to any cart. 

Use with Generator Yes Yes

FEATURE SNAP ATTACK AERIAL ATTACK

Throwing Distance 5 to 100+ yards 5 to 100 yards

Changing from Right- Right- and left-handed passes Right-handed spiral and punts only. 
to Left-Handed and punts. Instantly change to Instantly change to kick-off mode. 
Spirals	(and	Back) kick-off mode. 

Height Position You can change from passing stand Passing position only. 
Changing	(From	 to	snapping position in seconds. 
Passing	to	Snapping)	 No	tools	or	legs	required.	 	

Level of Play High school, college and professional High school and college 

HOW SNAP ATTACK COMPARES TO THE COMPETITION

HOW SNAP ATTACK COMPARES TO AERIAL ATTACK


